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Agenda:
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• The Times They Are a-Changin’
• Politics of Open Science in Norway
• Research assessment and open

science

10 February 2020
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The Times They Are a-Changin’
Open Science is about 
many things:

• Open Access
• FAIR Data
• Open Source
• Open Evaluation

UHR Universities Norway3

All things are interlinked!

10 February 2020
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Slow train to open science?
4 10 February 2020

Open access

FAIR data

Open evaluation

Open innovation
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Open science and open access has been on the agenda for 20 years....

O
pen 

Science?

But little changed....
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Open access

FAIR data

Open evaluation

Open innovation

Open Education

Open science and open access has been on the agenda for 20 years....

O
pen 

SciencePlan S

But little changed....
• until sept 2018...

The ecosystem of knowledge production is in transition
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The politics of Open Science in Norway

Cooperation between:
• The Ministry
• The institutions (Universities Norway)
• The (new) agency for infrastructure (Unit)
• The Research Council

As well as international counterparts:
-> EU/European Commission
-> EUA
-> Agencies in other countries
-> Science Europe/cOAlition S

Several systematic arenas for cooperation since Fall 2018: 
• Universities Norway’s Action plan for Open Science

o National Forum for Open Science
• Unit’s strategy for digitalisation
• RCN’ Policy for Open Science

10 February 2020

Actors and drivers

UHR Universities Norway
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Negotiating Open Access
• May 2018: Mandate from 

Universities Norway to 
negotiate with the
publishing houses, - with
a possible no deal option

• Rectors take active part in 
the negotiations

10 February 2020UHR Universities Norway
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Results so far....
 Wiley
 Elsevier
 SpringerNature
 Taylor & Francis
 Sage
 CUP

Percentage of peer reviewed journals most used by Norwegian researchers
where open access/Plan S compatible
 2018: 3%
 2020: 58%, and counting...

10 February 2020UHR Universities Norway
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Proactive role in Plan S
• Director of RCN key role in cOAlition S
• Universities Norway in close dialogue with RCN and 

with Science Europe
• Linking negotiations with Plan S; Active 

coordination and information sharing through EUA 
(Big Deals Group)

10 February 2020UHR Universities Norway
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Active researcher involvement
• Always take the researcher’s perspective!
• Taking tough and open debates with critics

and
• Bringing some of the critique back to the

cOAlition to improve the process

10 February 2020UHR Universities Norway
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Updating the
statistics

Information on open access

Developing webpages
where academics and 
libraries can check
which channels are
open/Plan S compatible

UHR Universities Norway
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The politics of open science – Status in Norway post 2018

• From an idealistic and abstract goal to a relatively concrete process that no one 
can escape

• From a topic mostly handled and discussed by librarians to a hot topic at all 
levels and across sectors, - from ministries, via rectors to the individual PhD-
student

• Established national arenas for cooperation, exchange and best practice
• So far, Open Science = Open Access, - but now about to move to next level!
• Key areas now moving into the center field:

– Open data
– Research/Career assessment in light of open science

UHR University Norway12 10 February 2020
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Open Science is bound up 
inextricably with modernization of 

the system of recognition and 
rewards of academics

06.02.2020UHR University Norway13
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Why do we need to modernise career assessment?

• Academics delivers different kinds of results from research that are 
not (systematically) assessed

• Individual performance are recognised, but to a lesser degree team 
performance

• Quantitative results (eg. number of publ.) are emphasised over 
quality work

• Systems of appointment and selection should be more transparent 
and systematic, - especially important for young researchers

• Necessary to update and align models and framework for career 
assessment nationally and internationally

• And not least: Open Science changes the way new knowledge is 
produced, documented and shared

10 February 2020
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What might count?
• Publications
• Practice in open science
• Open Source
• Fair data and open 

datasets
• Teaching, mentoring and 

supervision
• Academic leadership
• Funding

• Impact
• Patient care
• Collaboration
• Interdisciplinarity
• Citizen engagement
• IP and patents
• Artistic results
• …..

10 February 2020
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Norwegian working group for research
assessment – The mandate:
Develop guiding principles for the evaluation and assessment of research related to hiring 
and promotion processes, as well as assessing research projects for funding.
• How bibliometric analyses and indicators can be included in the assessment of 

researchers and research
• How open science principles in different phases of the research process can be 

assessed as well as what a good implementation of DORA can mean in practice
• How other results than traditional scientific articles, anthology chapters and monographs, 

as well as datasets, source code, software can be included in an evaluation
• Multilingualism in dissemination of research (the Helsinki initiative)
• How can The Open Science Career Evaluation Matrix (OS-CAM) be used in a 

Norwegian context?

10 February 2020
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Evaluation of Research Careers fully acknowledging Open Science 
practices - Open Science Career Assessment Matrix (OS-CAM)

10 February 2020



R1 R2 R3 R4

Research output + ++ +++ ++++

Research Process + +++ ++++ ++++

Service & Leadership + +++ ++++

Research Impact + ++ +++ ++++
Teaching

and 
supervision

(++) + ++ ++++

Professional Experience + +++ ++++

OS-CAM – on different career stages 10 February 2020
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Research Process + +++ ++++ ++++
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LIFE SCIENCE

MATERIAL SCIENCE

EARTH SCIENCE

SOCIAL SCIENCE
& HUMANITIES

OS-CAC – in different academic fields
(The Career Assessment Cube)

10 February 2020
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Joint Dutch initiative 
between research 
institutions and funders

10 February 2020

https://www.vsnu.nl/en_GB/news-items/nieuwsbericht/543-knowledge-sector-takes-major-step-forward-in-new-approach-to-recognising-and-rewarding-academics.html

• Diversification and vitalisation of
career paths

• Finding a balance between the
individual and the collective

• Focus on quality
• Stimulating open science
• Encouraging academic leadership

https://www.vsnu.nl/en_GB/news-items/nieuwsbericht/543-knowledge-sector-takes-major-step-forward-in-new-approach-to-recognising-and-rewarding-academics.html
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Overskrift

UHR Universities Norway22 10 February 2020
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Finnish Atlas of Open 
Science / Declaration for 
Open Science

10 February 2020

Merit system as a barrier for open science:
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